FARC: The Possibility for Colombian Peace
in the Wake of the International War on
Terrorism
The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, otherwise known as FARC, was
originally established as the military wing of the Colombian Communist Party at the
height of the Cold War. Nowadays, the FARC is considered to be the most powerful
Colombian Communist guerrilla group.1 It was put on the European Union's terror
watch list by the European Council in 2002. Following one of the most deadly
attacks by the group on a crowded church in which 119 civilians were killed,
extreme pressure was put on the EU by the Colombian authorities to include the
FARC on the list. Earlier that year, the European Council was not that keen on
including the FARC. 2 Thus simply the initial inclusion of the FARC on the list
illustrates that the decision-making process by which groups are classified as
‘terrorist’ is far from mechanical; it emphasises the many political factors that are
weighed in compiling such lists. Schmid also notes that bureaucratic perspective
and responsibility are key in the development of definitions, and are the reason
many governments and institutions, like the European Council, have internal
definitions of terrorism.3 Recently, the Council actually complied with the wishes of
the Colombian government to suspend the FARC from this list to ensure the success
of negotiations for peace.4 In this paper I will discuss why I believe it to be a justified
and legitimate decision not to include the FARC on the EU list of designated terrorist
organisations.
--We should start off by aligning our own definition of terrorism with that of the EU.
The key part of their definition depends on their interpretation of a ‘terrorist act’.
Article 1(3) of Common Position 2001/931/CFSP states that these acts are
“intentional, given their nature or context, and may seriously damage a country or
international organisation and which are defined as an offence under national law”.
Actions that are explicitly added to this definition and which it is widely known that
the FARC is guilty of, include attacks that result in casualties or physical harm,
kidnapping/hostage taking, extensive destruction to public facility and seizure of
means of public or goods transport. However, more detail about the supposed
intent of such organisations is given by the following extension: “for these acts to
constitute terrorist acts, they must be carried out with the aim of seriously
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intimidating a population, […] or seriously destabilising or destroying the
fundamental political, constitutional, economic or social structures of a country”.5
Right away, it does seem clear that there certainly are grounds upon which the
initial inclusion of the FARC to said list seemed justified.
A discussion of whether or not an organisation like the FARC should remain on this
list needs to include a brief summary of all relevant ramifications of being on that
list.
The official repercussions and sanctions against listed organisations include the
freezing of all funds and assets and being subject to future cooperative EU policy
and judicial action. However, the consequences of being officially deemed a
terrorist group exceed these sanctions. Apart from legal and economic impact,
designation also influences an organisation politically.6
In effect, the future success of a truce between the Colombian authorities and the
FARC highly depends on this inclusion. In her book, Crenshaw describes how
terrorist designation lists actually hinder diplomatic peace building efforts. Such a
list stigmatises groups and shuts off any negotiating tracks.6 Stigmatisation has
gravely hindered the group’s reputation in Colombia, indirectly negatively
influencing the results of the referendum. Once a group is deemed ‘terrorist’, it
becomes extremely hard for a state to engage with it. One could argue that the
delisting of groups from such lists can be harmful to the legitimacy and credibility of
such lists. I can agree with this point, but do not believe it to be relevant to the FARC
case for the following reasons. Delisting will only have negative consequences if it
happens too frequently, relatively as well as absolutely, or without widespread
international support. It has been over 14 years since the FARC was added to that
list, so I do not predict any loss of credibility on that front. More importantly, a
decision to delist the FARC would be supported by many states. At the moment, the
FARC appears only on the terrorist list of Canada7, the EU8 and the USA9. In other
words, the FARC appears in just 3 out of the 19 terrorist lists.
Apart from the majority of all countries not recognising the FARC as a terrorist
organisation, neighbouring countries in particular have underlined their view that
peace and justice in Colombia is a strictly internal matter. For instance, during a
large summit for all Defence Ministers of the Americas in 2004 neighbouring
countries explicitly declined to support the ‘call for solidarity’ by the then Colombian
President Velez.10 Over the last few years, numerous countries have spoken out
against the idea of FARC as a terrorist group, including Ecuador11, Venezuela12 and
Mexico13.
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Moreover, I believe that the global reach and threat of a group should be taken into
consideration in order for it to be included on such a list. Over half-a-century the
FARC-insurgency has limited itself to Colombian territory and targeted the dominant
class therein. There has been no evidence that the conflict with the FARC has
transgressed national borders.14 Starting off as a fragment of the larger global
Communist movement, the FARC directs its political violence against domestic
institutions. Even when foreign forces partook in military actions against the FARC, it
continued to focus its own efforts towards improving the inequitable conditions in
Colombia, not in other states.15
The US took an interest in Colombia when it started its ‘war on drugs’, which deeply
weakened the FARC financially. Moreover, at the end of the last millennium
cooperation between Colombian authorities and the American Department of State
constricted any links it had to terrorist groups outside of Latin America. 16 There
appears to be a tendency in the US and EU to view Latin America exclusively from a
counterterrorist perspective. This approach hinders local cooperation. FARC
activities have always been inward, not outward-looking and therefore there does
not appear to be a direct security threat to the US and EU. 17
In addition, the FARC has always expressed the desire to be considered a
belligerent, not terrorist movement.18 This is defined as “the acknowledgement of a
juridical fact that there exists a state of hostilities between two groups contending
for power or authority; it is [...] the recognition of the existence of war.”19 This status
of belligerency is protected under International Law. Moreover, belligerent groups
are not deemed to be terrorist, but actually more accurately represent civil, national
unrest.20 The criteria set forth by the Institut de Droit International in 1900 are that
(a) the insurgents control certain areas within the State territory; (b) establish a
central command exercising the rights inherent in sovereignty; and (c) are able to
carry out military operations and complying with the laws and customs of war. 21 The
FARC meets all these requirements as they have maintained a military campaign in
every department of Colombia, claimed sovereignty over a part of territory and kept
their conduct of hostilities under military discipline and compliant with the laws and
customs of war.20

Conclusion
In sum, certainly terrorist lists are powerful international instruments. They create
some common ground upon which states can tackle and discuss issues related to
terrorism. However, in my opinion they undermine regional diplomacy and civil
liberties at home. Crenshaw even went so far as to state that “these lists may easily
become a source of discord abroad” and thus may actually stand in the way of
peace.22 Colombia, having suffered over 5 decades of violence, under the leadership
of President Juan Manuel Santos desperately wishes to make amends with the
FARC. A full-on de-escalation in their eyes would include a removal from renowned
terrorist indexes, like those of the EU and US. 23 Moreover, the FARC has not proven
to be an international threat and has always directed its efforts domestically. This
reaffirms the idea of the FARC being a belligerent, not terrorist, movement. The
whole discussion around removing the FARC from the EU terror list is not a matter
of accepting its goals and methods as legitimate. It is much more about resolving
the tiring conflict that has stirred Colombian society for so long. Placing such a
group on a dedicated terror list only demonises a movement that is not considered
‘terrorist’ by most of the world. Therefore, the international community should
consider the effect inclusion to such lists has on peace-building efforts on a regional
scale.
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